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Erased, Vol. 4-Kei Sanbe 2017-06-20 Right after being arrested, something triggered "Revival," sending Satoru
back once more to 1988. Recalling how poorly his previous chance turned out, he vows to save Hinazuki this time.
With the help of his old friends Kenya and Hiromi, Satoru makes changes little by little in the "past." But someone
is suspicious of Satoru's seemingly strange behavior...

Baccano!, Vol. 1 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2018-01-30 New York, 1927. In a corrupt city where crime rules the
streets, Firo Prochainezo is in the Camorra, an Italian criminal syndicate distinct from the mafia. Though a
member of the relatively small Martillo family, Firo has big ambitions and is determined to make his mark. But
while the Martillos may not be the biggest bad guys on the block, they've got some distinct advantages working in
their favor. Does Firo have what it takes to become a made man? Let the crazy ruckus begin!

Baccano!, Chapter 4 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2016-01-15 Firo squares off against the Phantom Father, but is he
up to the task of bringing down the city's lunatic serial killer and finding Keith alive...?

Baccano!, Vol. 3 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2018-05-22 NEW YORK, 1930 Firo's big day has come, and everyone's
enjoying the celebration--Isaac and Miria so much so that they've had a bit of a change of heart! If one criminal
syndicate is just too nice to rob, then surely another will do...Meanwhile, Szilard learns that the object of his
search is right under his nose. Soon nothing will stand between him and ultimate knowledge...! The crazy ruckus
comes to a close!

The Ancient Magus' Bride Vol. 4-Kore Yamazaki 2016-01-01 Chise has been summoned to the Dragon Aerie to
begin crafting her very own wand, but her journey has more to offer than she had anticipated: magical wonders,
enlightening visions, and perhaps most importantly, insight into Elias' past and the secrets he has been reluctant
to reveal about himself. Yet while Chise finds some answers about the inhuman mage's history, mysterious beings
are displaying an unexpected interest in Chise herself.

Baccano!, Chapter 1 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2015-12-29 New York, 1927. In a corrupt city where crime rules
the streets, Firo Prochainezo is Camorra, an Italian criminal syndicate distinct from the mafia. A member of the
relatively small Martillo family, Firo's nevertheless got big ambitions and is determined to make his mark. But
while the Martillos may not be the biggest bad guys on the block, they've got some distinct advantages working in
their favor. Does Firo have what it takes to become a made man? Let the crazy ruckus begin!

My Dress-Up Darling 1-Shinichi Fukuda 2020-04-14 A loner boy and a flashy girl find common ground via
cosplay in this sweet and spicy romcom! Traumatized by a childhood incident with a friend who took exception to
his love of traditional dolls, doll-artisan hopeful Wakana Gojou passes his days as a loner, finding solace in the
home ec room at his high school. To Wakana, people like beautiful Marin Kitagawa, a trendy girl who's always
surrounded by a throng of friends, is practically an alien from another world. But when cheerful Marin--never one
to be shy--spots Wakana sewing away one day after school, she barges in with the aim of roping her quiet
classmante into her secret hobby: cosplay! Will Wakana's wounded heart be able to handle the invasion from this
sexy alien?!

Baccano!, Vol. 13 (light novel)-Ryohgo Narita 2020-04-21 The year 2002. The luxury cruise ship Entrance has
been hijacked--and thanks to a mysterious cult, its sister ship Exit isn't faring much better. As the two ships race
toward each other across the Pacific, what will happen when the two finally meet...?!

Baccano!, Chapter 16 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2016-09-02 Isaac and Miria bring the Martillos a rather
dangerous present, Dallas's group decides to do one last thing before skipping town, and Szilard learns that the
object of his search is right under his nose. Read the latest installment of the manga adaptation of Ryohgo
Narita's BACCANO!

Baccano!, Chapter 2 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2015-12-29 The festival of San Gennaro is nigh, and what better
time to catch up with old friends? Sharing a drink with Claire and the Gandor brothers, Firo reminisces about old
times and the rumors circulating through the tabloids about a certain killer stalking the streets of New York...

Baccano!, Chapter 9 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2016-04-05 Master Szilard reflects on the path that led him to
immortality and charts a course forward to secure the secrets of the finished product! Read the ninth installment
of the manga adaptation of Ryohgo Narita's BACCANO!

Baccano!, Vol. 11 (light novel)-Ryohgo Narita 2019-09-03 The year 1705, in a town on the coast of Italy. All 15year-old Huey Laforet feels towards his life is tedium and despair, and he dreams of the day when he can destroy
the world he despises. Meanwhile, there are rumors of a strange string of murders performed by a figure in a
white mask-and whoever witnesses the killing is doomed to be the next target. As the serial killer shakes the town
of Lotto Valentino, Huey's life is about to change, too...

My Status as an Assassin Obviously Exceeds the Hero’s (Manga) Vol. 3-Matsuri Akai 2020-12-22
Transported to a fantasy world for a roguish new take on the isekai genre! High schooler Oda Akira is good at
flying under the radar. When his entire class is summoned to a fantasy world by a royal family, they're asked to
become heroes and bring down the demon king...but Akira is suspicious. Using his stealth abilities, he sneaks into
the royal library to find out the truth about this "heroic mission." Will he tell his classmates what's really going on,
or is it up to Akira--and his remarkable thief-like skills--to solve this problem on this own?

Baccano!, Chapter 8 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2015-03-18 Read the latest installment of the manga adaptation of
Ryohgo Narita's BACCANO!

Baccano!, Chapter 18 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2016-10-07 A battle between immortals means trouble for
everyone else! Maiza urges Firo to run away, and in his escape, Firo runs into a familiar face... Read the latest
installment of the manga adaptation of Ryohgo Narita's BACCANO!

Baccano!, Chapter 22 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2017-01-06 The spiral of events in 1930 New York City are
coming to an end... Read the final chapter of the manga adaptation of Ryohgo Narita's BACCANO!

My Next Life as a Villainess: All Routes Lead to Doom! Volume 1-Satoru Yamaguchi 2018-11-17 After
hitting her head particularly hard one day, Duke Claes' daughter, Katarina, suddenly recalls all the memories of
her past life: that of a teenage Japanese girl. Just before her untimely death, this girl recalls playing an otome
game... that is exactly like the world she's living in now! She is now Katarina Claes, the antagonist of the otome
game, who nastily hounded the protagonist until the end. Knowing all the possible outcomes of the game, she
realizes that every single possible route ends with Katarina being murdered or exiled! In order to avoid these
Catastrophic Bad Ends, she has to use her knowledge of the game and her own wiles, starting with breaking off
this engagement with the prince... Will Katarina survive while making her way through this world, where bad
flags trip at every turn? Find out in this reverse-harem rom-com, led by everybody's favorite villainess!

Psycho Pass-Midori Gotu 2016 Working within the city-regulating Sybil System, Inspectors must fight crime in a
future where a single number measures your criminal tendencies and determines if you are useful to society. An
artificial organ with a numbered brand is the key piece of evidence that leads Section 3 to a network of organ
smuggling. They must set up a complicated trap in order to catch the culprit - however, the real perpetrator may
not be who they think it is.

Durarara!! RE;DOLLARS Arc-Ryohgo Narita 2018-06-05 Mikado Ryuugamine is just trying to pass his second
year of high school peacefully, but that plan is out the window when he gets word that someone within the Dollars
gang is causing trouble. Everybody has issues: Izaya is scheming, Mikado's classmate knows his secret, and
Shizuo's being targeted by a mysterious girl...just another day in Ikebukuro!

Baccano!, Chapter 5 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2016-01-15 Hearing the tale of Firo's encounter with the Phantom
Father, Maiza sets out to investigate the scene of the fire in which the "immortal" was said to be involved. Read
the latest chapter of Baccano! simultaneously with its Japanese release!

Bleach: Can’t Fear Your Own World, Vol. 2-Ryogo Narita,Ryohgo Narita 2020-11-03 Hikone Ubuginu’s
mysterious origin story, and the secrets behind the very existence of the Soul Reapers and all their allies and
adversaries, could be revealed to incite an all-out battle royal. Meanwhile, Urahara and Hisagi face down
formidable enemies in Karakura Town as Tokinada Tsunayashiro’s fiendish plan unfolds! -- VIZ Media

The Devil Is a Part-Timer, Vol. 1 (manga)-Satoshi Wagahara 2016-04-26 Do you want fries with your hellfire?
Being soundly thrashed by the hero Emilia, the Devil King and his general beat a hasty retreat to a parallel
universe...only to land smack in the middle of bustling, modern-day Tokyo! Lacking the magic necessary to return
home, the two are forced to assume human identities and live average human lives until they can find a better
solution. And to make ends meet, Satan finds gainful employment at a nearby fast food joint! With his devilish
mind set on working his way up the management food chain, what will become of his thirst for conquest?!

JoJo's Bizarre Adventure: Part 1--Phantom Blood, Vol. 1-Hirohiko Araki 2014-09-02 Young Jonathan Joestar’s
life is forever changed when he meets his new adopted brother, Dio. For some reason, Dio has a smoldering
grudge against him and derives pleasure from seeing him suffer. But every man has his limits, as Dio finds out.
This is the beginning of a long and hateful relationship! -- VIZ Media

Mushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation Vol. 1-Rifujin na Magonote 2016-01-01 '" Just when an unemployed
thirty-four-year-old otaku reaches a dead end in life and decides that it''s time to turn over a new leaf—he gets run
over by a truck and dies! Shockingly, he finds himself reborn into an infant''s body in a strange, new world of
swords and magic. His new identity is Rudeus Grayrat, but he still retains the memories of his previous life.
Follow Rudeus from infancy to adulthood, as he struggles to redeem himself in a wondrous yet dangerous world.
"'

Overlord, Vol. 5 (light novel)-Kugane Maruyama 2017-09-19 In the kingdom of Re-Estize, a sinister
organization known as the Eight Fingers holds sway of the criminal underworld. Ainzs orders Sebas to infiltrate
the capital to gather intel on this shadowy group sucking the marrow from the kingdom's bones. At the same time,
a young soldier named Climb struggles to hone his skills to better serve the "Golden Princess" while the once
great warrior Brian returns home a broken man... Against the backdrop of an ancient city fraying at its edges,
three men will challenge the corruption of the vicious Eight Fingers!

Baccano!, Chapter 19 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2016-11-04 Firo learns more about Szilard from Ennis, but what
he doesn't know about Dallas just might kill him... Read the latest installment of the manga adaptation of Ryohgo
Narita's BACCANO!

My Hero Academia, Vol. 25-Kohei Horikoshi 2020-10-06 Midoriya inherits the superpower of the world’s
greatest hero, but greatness won’t come easy. What would the world be like if 80 percent of the population
manifested superpowers called “Quirks”? Heroes and villains would be battling it out everywhere! Being a hero
would mean learning to use your power, but where would you go to study? The Hero Academy of course! But what
would you do if you were one of the 20 percent who were born Quirkless? Since the terrifying incident when
Tomura’s Quirk manifested, only the greatest villain of them all, All For One, has been able to speak to the broken
young boy’s heart. The consequences of that fateful meeting play out in the present as Tomura and Re-Destro, the
leader of the Meta Liberation Army, battle for supremacy—and if it takes leveling a whole city to sort out who’s on
top, so be it!

Baccano!, Chapter 20 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2016-11-18 Ennis must choose whether to obey her master or
her own heart, and Isaac and Miria commit several felonies in an attempt to be helpful. Read the latest
installment of the manga adaptation of Ryohgo Narita's BACCANO!

Baccano!, Chapter 3 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2015-12-29 When his childhood "brother" goes missing, Firo's
allegiance to his new "family" is tested.

Yowamushi Pedal-Wataru Watanabe 2016-12-20 For the love of all things otaku--anime, video games, figures,
you name it! Power-pedaling Sakamichi Onoda has long been conquering the steepest slopes and regularly
making the ninety-kilometer round-trip to Akihabara on a mommy bike!! But when his bike commute to his new
high school lands him in a confrontation with the serious first-year road racer Imaizumi, Onoda has a major
showdown on his hands! Can this meek geek really out-pedal the future ace of the school road-racing team?!

Baccano!, Vol. 2 (manga)-Ryohgo Narita 2018-04-10 NEW YORK, 1930 Three years after the Phantom Father
incident, Firo is about to get a promotion within the Martillo Family. But the intricate web of fate has other plans
in store for him as the elixir of immortality nears its completion, setting off a chain of events that brings together
gangsters, alchemists, and everyone in between! Let the crazy ruckus continue!

Dead Mount Death Play, Vol. 4-Ryohgo Narita 2020-06-23 Solitaire's latest stunt-filling the sky over Tokyo with
a fleet of dirigibles-has the whole town talking, but no one is as shocked as Polka. Emblazoned across each airship
is the emblem of the empire he served in his previous life. Could other vestiges of that world be crossing over into
this one? However dear to him, the symbol of his homeland has apparently taken on a new meaning, and his
connection to it places Polka in the thick of the conflict between Solitaire, the police, and a whole band of
dangerous troublemakers! So much for a peaceful life!!

Overlord, Vol. 1 (manga)-Kugane Maruyama 2016-06-28 What do you do when your favorite game shuts down?
Momonga decided to stay logged in right up until the very end. But when the servers go dark, he finds himself
transported into the game world--and he's been transformed into his skeletal avatar from the game, awesome
magical powers included! But what if he's the villain of his own story?
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School of Horns-Mita Aoi 2018-07-24 Grab life by the horns! In a world where horns are the defining trait of
magic beings, larger horns mean more powerful magic! Eru, a freshman at a school for magic, is self-conscious
about how tiny his horns are compared to those of his new classmates -- Not only is his magic so weak it is barely
noticeable, but things have a habit of going awry when he is around. He is the complete opposite of Rihito, one of
the top students of their grade with exceptionally strong magic...who is Eru's roommate!? And already seems to
hate him!? With their continued encounters, will Eru continue to discover just how inferior his strength is? Or
maybe, he just might find some power of his own...

Idol Dreams, Vol. 6-Arina Tanemura 2019-08-06 To pursue missed chances at love and success, 31-year-old
Chikage Deguchi takes an experimental drug that changes her appearance back to how she looked at age 15.
Brokenhearted after Tokita’s engagement, Chikage writes the lyrics of a new song to express her emotions as
Akari. But her producer Hibiki has suddenly gone missing... -- VIZ Media

In/spectre-Kyō Shirodaira 2019-02-26 A BATTLE OF WITS Even the mysterious Kotoko Iwanaga was a high
school student once, but could a girl like her ever fit in with regular teenagers? There is one student who thinks
she would be a great addition to his club, but can he possibly convince the lone wolf to become a member of an
organization? Learn how Manabu Amachi manipulated Kotoko into joining the mystery appreciation club!

Baccano!-Ryōgo Narita 2018 New York, 1927. The manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages is prohibited by
law, but behind this prohibition, organized crime flourishes. Firo Prochainezo is in the Camorra, an Italian crime
syndicate, and is determined to make his mark.

Angel Cat-James Sprouse, Jr. 2005-12-01 JOIN THE BUZZ ALL OVER THE WORLD! FOR THE BLOCKBUSTER
ADVENTURE LEGENDARY ROMANCE AND TERRIFIC LAUGHS IN COMEDY ACTION PACKED THRILL RIDE
HURRICANE MANGA!! THE FORCES OF DARKNESS GAIN CONTROL OF EARTH ONE HUMAN CHILD
UNKNOW TO ALL WILL BE MANKINDS LAST HOPE IN THE UNSEEN WAR OF THE END OF TIME!

Konosuba: God's Blessing on This Wonderful World!, Vol. 11 (light novel)-Natsume Akatsuki 2020-04-21
With the Iris Escort mission behind them, Kazuma and the gang relax in the lap of luxury at the Royal Palace, but
it isn't long before they receive an unexpected visitor. A wild Komekko appeared! They decide to look after her for
a while and bring her back to the mansion. But once she starts gushing about how amazing Axel's adventurers
are, they can't resist the urge to flex and end up accepting a rather troublesome quest from the adventurers
guild...

Little Devils Vol. 2-Uuumi 2019-05-28 The hero Byron used to fight demons... now he's raising them! Byron
already had his hands full looking after the Little Devils, but his workload increases when God herself asks Byron
to take in a monster as well! Can the Little Devils learn to play nice with their new pet?
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